Service Brief

N2 THREATAVERT

Nominum Data Science

Processing 100 billion DNS transactions every day to discover
and validate emerging cyberthreats.

Nominum is a leading innovator of Domain Name System (DNS) solutions for
service providers, delivering ground-breaking technology and unprecedented
value. Nominum Data Science performs powerful data analysis on global DNS
transactions daily, identifying new cyberthreats from legitimate traffic. Providers and
their adaptable Nominum applications are immediately informed of threats, giving
providers the advantage they need to protect their networks from cyberthreats and
increase subscriber satisfaction and value.

N2 ThreatAvert provides bullet
proof network protection against
fast-growing DNS-based DDoS
and amplification attacks.

Global Intelligence Xchange
The team of data scientists instantly publishes information on validated security
threats in the Global Intelligence Xchange (GIX) for use by N2 applications. GIX is
distributed to providers worldwide with continuously updated protections against:
•

DNS-based DDoS attacks that disrupt networks

•

Botnet and malware activity that degrade the subscriber experience

•

DNS tunnels that allow hackers to steal service over cellular and Wi-Fi networks

GIX, coupled with Vantio Precision Policies, increases network availability and
responsiveness by ensuring DNS resources are properly protected. Subscribers
get a better Internet experience and operations teams get an accurate, adaptive
and automated layer of protection for critical DNS resources.

Revealing Hidden Threats
Nominum data scientists process 100 billion DNS transactions every day to discover
and validate emerging cyberthreats. The key competitive advantage that differentiates
the security research carried out by the data science team is their real-time visibility
into global DNS traffic. This allows faster and more comprehensive identification
of cyberthreats than traditional security companies. Objectives of the security
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research are simple:
•

Keep providers ahead of the threat curve with proactive protections

•

Deter malicious traffic so subscribers get the best possible Internet experience

•

Prevent false positives so “good” DNS traffic is never impacted and subscribers
always reach their intended destinations

Leading Researchers
Nominum Data Science is a worldwide organization staffed from leading academic
and research institutions in North America, Asia and Europe. The team brings
together experts in statistics, machine learning, artificial intelligence, natural language
processing and neural networks; all with immersion in networking and security.
Their daily insights are drawn from previous projects as diverse as quantum physics
and data analytics used to discover the Higgs Boson at CERN, years of machine
learning research and some of the earliest investigations into the structure and
propagation of botnets.

Nominum
Data Science
is a worldwide
organization staffed
from leading
academic and
research institutions
in North America,
Asia and Europe.

Worldwide Infrastructure
Nominum Data Science uses a global network and data centers to support efficient
real-time extraction and processing of live data. High throughput streaming data
transmission over 10G connections feeds fully redundant in-memory parallel data
processing engines using Apache Kafka. Rapid threat identification and validation
is ensured with data processing clusters that incorporate nearly eight terabytes of
RAM, more than 600 cores and petabytes of storage. Elasticity is enabled through
selective use of cloud services to expand capacity as needed.

Intellectual Property
Security research within Nominum Data Science breaks down into two main areas:
•

Rapidly classifying anomalous activity

•

Rigorously validating suspected threats to confirm they are malicious

Investments in staff and infrastructure have resulted in a portfolio of patent pending
algorithms that yields broader threat coverage and faster detection and validation
times. Examples of the functions Nominum algorithms encode are summarized below:
•

Progressively examining as many as 50M unique Fully Qualified Domain Names
(FQDN) every day, to rapidly identify anomalous activity for subsequent analysis,
typically across a few thousand “suspect” names

•

Systematically training a neural network, while in production, to reveal additional
information to classify “maliciousness” of a domain

•

Quickly building graphs showing how threats are interconnected and what
attributes they share: IP address, authoritative name servers used, domain
names, geolocation and many more attributes

•

Continuously identifying new bot activity based on evaluation of Domain
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Generation Algorithms (DGA) and other characteristic bot behaviors
•

Precisely auto-whitelisting names to ensure “good” DNS queries are always
protected and malicious subdomains under popular core domains (2nd level
labels) are properly blocked

•

Carefully cross-checking 3rd party threat lists and other information sources

•

Methodically distinguishing between human and machine-to-machine (M2M)
activity

Threat detection processes have been refined to the point where DDoS activity, for
example, can be identified in a live data stream within seconds. To prevent false
positives, candidate domains for inclusion in GIX are analyzed with a multi-stage
classification process that uses more than 90 attributes. The time when a malicious
query enters the system, to when it is published in GIX takes no more than 20 minutes
in most cases. Success validating threats is best measured by Nominum’s track
record of zero false positives over more than seven years publishing threat data.

Threat detection
processes have
been refined to the
point where DDoS
activity can be
identified in a live
data stream within
seconds.

Superior Network and Subscriber Protections
A team of leading experts, processing more than 100 billion DNS transactions per
day, identifies more threats — faster than alternative solutions — to protect provider
networks and subscribers from rapidly changing threats. The team’s long term
development of algorithms for validating threats has resulted in a track record of
zero false positives over more than seven years publishing threat data. Proactive
protections keep providers ahead of the threat curve, without impacting operations
teams, and ensure subscribers always get the best possible Internet experience.

About Nominum
Nominum™, the world’s DNS innovation leader, is the first company to create an
extensible DNS-based platform and application suite to digitally transform communication service provider networks and business operations.
Nominum N2™ solutions leverage the company’s market-leading Vantio™ DNS
software and expert team of data scientists to forge a clear path for service providers
to evolve beyond a homogeneous, network-centric value proposition to one that is
highly differentiated and subscriber-centric. N2 provides an extensible framework
that synchronizes service capabilities with people, processes and systems across
the service provider organization to personalize the online experience and create
greater subscriber value, fueling strong revenue growth, competitive advantage
and brand loyalty.
Nominum is a global software company headquartered in Redwood City, California.
With service provider deployments in over 40 countries, Nominum software supports
more than 500 million subscribers generating 1.6 trillion queries around the globe
each day—roughly 100 times more than the combined daily volume of tweets, likes,
and searches taking place online.

Socialize with us.
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